
Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes
Superior energy-efficiency and maintenance-free vinyl, with more color flexibility.

Durable Color
Seven premium exterior colors in addition to white and 
tan, means you can coordinate colors with your exterior 
trim, siding and stucco. All windows and doors with 
Milgard Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes have a white 
interior.

Our premium colors bring out the clean lines and 
angles of the window frame. Each color suits a neutral 
look, whether in light and dark variety, and can blend 
in with the surrounding wall color and create a smooth, 
contemporary look in your home.

Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes are available on 
Tuscany® Series, Trinsic™ Series windows and doors and 
Style Line® Series windows.

A Full Lifetime Warranty – Anywhere
At Milgard, we stand behind every window and patio 
door we build. From the deserts of Phoenix to the peaks 
in Aspen, you can enjoy peace of mind knowing our 
products are built to last.

For more details, visit milgard.com.

Colors shown are approximate. Visit your local Milgard Certified Dealer to see accurate 
paint samples.
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Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes
AVAILABLE ON TUSCANY® SERIES, TRINSIC™ SERIES AND STYLE LINE® SERIES

Finishes worthy of the Milgard Name
Milgard products are engineered to perform to 
a higher standard. We developed a two-coat 
formulation that outperforms the competition. In fact, 
this formulation is so durable it meets the same color 
and gloss performance standards as our dependable 
standard vinyl colors.

Other windows may reflect damaging UV rays, which 
over time can dull, warp and crack the paint. Milgard 
Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes, on the other hand, 
are translucent. New coating technology allows UV 
rays to pass through Milgard paint so that the vinyl 
reflects the UV rays. This preserves the exterior color 
and finish.

Color screens to match your  
windows and doors
The screens that come with Milgard windows and 
patio doors are made of durable aluminum and most* 
are color-matched exactly to the frame color.  

*Bronze screens are a complementary color, Silver screens are gray.

Attractive Grids
Milgard has paid attention to detail by matching 
the grids to the frame.  Whether you choose flat 
or sculpted grids between the glass or Simulated 
Divided Lites, the grids are color-matched to the 
frame on the exterior and are white on the interior.    

Tuscany Series shown in Bronze

Tuscany Series shown in Espresso

Grid Colors
Frame Color Sand Fog Ivory Silver

Classic

Brown
Espresso Bronze

Grids Between Glass Sand NA* Sand Silver
Classic

Brown
Espresso Bronze

Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) Sand Fog Ivory Silver
Classic

Brown
Espresso Bronze

*Fog is only available on SDL grids. Fog Grids Between the Glass styles are not available.


